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Abstract { A new transitive closur ealgorithm is pre-

sented for implication graphs that c ontainpartial impli-

cations. In the presence of partial implications, a vertex

can assume the true state when all vertices that p artially

imply it become true. Such graphs provide a more com-

plete representation of a logic cir cuit than is possible with

the conventional pair-wise implications. A napplic ation

of the new transitive closur e algorithm to redundancy

identi�cation shows signi�cantly improved results. Em-

piric ally, we �nd the computational complexity of transi-

tive closure to be linear for the implication graphs of the

ISCAS benchmark circuits.

1. Introduction

T ransitive Closure (TC) based algorithms ha vebeen
sho wn to be e�ective in test generation [5], redundancy
iden ti�cation[1], and other applications. These meth-
ods use an implication graph representation of the logic
circuit. T raditionally, such a graph w ouldonly repre-
sent pair-wise signal implications. A recen t adv ance,
how ev er, adds higher-order implications (involving more
than tw o signals) to the graph through the use of \AND"
nodes [8, 12, 13 ]. While this technique potentially im-
pro vesthe representation, it forbids a straigh tforward
computation of TC. Compared to other methods of ana-
lyzing the implication graph [15], perhaps transitive clo-
sure has the best advantage in �nding global dependen-
cies among signals. The present work contributes a new
algorithm for obtaining the TC of the enhanced implica-
tion graph and demonstrates the resulting improvements
in redundancy identi�cation.

2. Partial Implication Model

The function of a tw o-input Boolean AND gate can be
expressed as [4]:
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Figure 1: Implication graphs of Boolean gates (solid arc:
implication, broken-line arc: partial implication.)

ab� c = 0 (1)

where a and b are inputs and c is the output, all three
being Boolean variables. For the gate to have an AND
function, the three variables must satisfy Equation 1,
which can be written as,

ac+ bc+ abc = 0 (2)

The �rst tw o terms involving only two variables each are
represented by a conven tional implication graph for AND
gate shown in Figure 1, if we ignore the broken line arcs.
The vertices here take Boolean (0,1) states. For example,
if a is 1 then vertex a will assume a state 1 (or true) and
vertexa will be in the 0 (or false) state. Similarly, when
a = 0, vertex a goes to a 0 state and a assumes a 1
state. F or Equation 2 to be satis�ed, each term on the
left hand side must be 0. Thus, the tw o arcsc! a (i.e.,
c = 1 implies a = 1) and a ! c (i.e., a = 0 implies
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Figure 2: Example circuit ex1.

c = 0) represent the �rst term. Similarly, the other tw o
solid arcs are due to the second term. All four solid
arcs form the conventional implication graph for an AND
gate. This graph is an incomplete representation because
it does not include the third (higher-order product) term
of Equation 2.

To make the implication graph \complete" we use par-
tial implication arcs, shown by broken-line arrows in Fig-
ure 1. Consider the pair of arcs, a ! c and b ! c.
They mean that when all partial implicants (a and b in
this case) of c are 1 (true), then the vertex c must be 1
(true). Similarly, the term abc in Equation 2 also gives
rise to four other partial implication arcs in the impli-
cation graph for the AND gate shown in Figure 1. Our
partial implication graph is exactly equivalent to the pre-
viously proposed \AND" vertex tec hnique [8, 12, 13].

Figure 1 also shows the implication graphs for OR and
NOT gates. The following example demonstrates the ad-
vantage of partial implications in identifying redundant
faults.

3. Application to Redundancy Identi�ca-

tion

Consider the circuit ex1 shown in Figure 2. Its impli-
cation graph in Figure 3 contains both full (i.e., conven-
tional pair-wise) and partial implications. All vertices
assume Boolean states. Each signal is represented by
tw o (true and false) vertices. In addition, there are ob-

servability vertices that have been described in a previous
paper [1]. Basically, the observability vertex Ox of signal
x assumes the true state if x is observable at the primary
output. If x is not observable then Ox assumes the false
and Ox assumes the true state.

If we add the tw o bold-line edges then thegraph be-
comes the transitive closur e(TC). Notice thatif w e ig-
nore the partial implications, these edges will not be
present in the TC. For example, d implies a and b

through solid arcs, which together through broken line
arcs (partial implications) imply c, and c �nally implies
Od. The meaning of this bold-line arc d ! Od is that
d = 1 will cause a false Observabilit y ford and, there-
fore, a stuck-at-0 fault on d will not be testable. Simi-
larly, the other bold-line arc indicates that c stuck-at-0
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Figure 3: Implication graph and transitive closure for
the circuit ex1 (some arcs are not shown for clarity.)

fault is untestable. One can easily determine using an
A TPG program [6] that this circuit has only two redun-
dant faults. Without the partial implications, the TC
method [1] would not be able to �nd these. However,
even the new method has limitations as will be illus-
trated by examples in Sections 5 and 6.

4. Computing Transitive Closure with

Partial Implications

The known algorithms [2, 14] for computing the tran-
sitive closure (TC) of a connectivity graph cannot be
directly applied when partial implications are present.
It is possible to modify the Warshall's algorithm. How-
ever, that approach is rather ineÆcient for sparse graphs
of digital circuits. We have, therefore, developed the al-
gorithm of Figure 4, which is based on path tracing [7].

5. More Examples

FIRE [9] is another redundancy identi�cation program
with several similarities to the transitive closure method.
Both methods are fault-independent and relyon signal
implications. We believ ethat transitive closure should
ha veadv an tagesin �nding implications that are more
global in nature. When FIRE w as applied to the circuit
ex1 of Figure 2 no redundant faults were found. This is
because FIRE considers implications of a single line at a
time. A more complex version, called MUST [11], might
succeed.
Our second example circuit ex2, shown in Figure 5,

is tak en from the paper on FIRE [9]. Eight redundant
faults, shown in the �gure, were identi�ed by an ATPG
program [6]. Here we have used equivalence fault collaps-
ing. The redundant fault set, RED, found by transitive
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compute TCw partial(vertex vn)
�

(1) if(vertexVisited(vn) == TRUE) return;
(2) if(vertexTraversed(vn) == TRUE)

�

(3) cop yConnectivityListToVerticesOnStack(vn);
(4) return;

	

(5) stackPush(vn);
(6) for all outgoing edges ei of vn

�

(7) if (typeOfEdge(ei) == PARTIAL)
�

(8) counterOfNode(headOfEdge(ei)) �� ;
(9) if(counterOfVertex(headOfEdge(ei)) == 0)

/*add the vertex to the connectivity list of all vertices on the stack but the tailVertex */
(10) addToConnectivityListOfVerticesOnStack(headOfEdge(ei));
(11) compute TCw partial(headOfEdge(ei));

		

(12) else
�

(13) addConnectivityListOfVerticesOnStack(headOfEdge(ei));
(14) compute TCw partial(headOfEdge(ei));

	

(15)
	
/* end for */

(16) stackPop();
(17) setV ertexTraversed(vn) = TRUE;
(18) setV ertexVisited(vn) = TRUE;
(19) return;

	
/* end */

Figure 4: T ransitive closure algorithm applied to each vertex of implication graph with partial implications.
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Figure 5: Example circuit ex2 [9].

Table 1: Classi�cation of redundant fault set
RED(TCw partial) of circuit ex2.

Category F aults

Unexcitable i0
Unpropagatable a1; b0; d0
Undrivable f0; g0

closure method without partial implication [1], with par-
tial implications (this paper), and FIRE [9] are:

RED(TCw=o partial) = fb0; d0; f0; g0g

RED(TCw partial) = fa1; b0; d0; f0; g0; i0g

RED(FIRE) = fa1; b0; d0; f0; g0; i0g

The notation xi here means stuc k-at-i fault on line x.
Table 1 sho ws the the classi�cation of the redundant
fault set, RED(TCw partial). This classi�cation follows
directly from the transitive closure [1]. An arc x ! x

means that x = 0 always and the s-a-0 fault on x is un-

b b1 d

ca

b2

s−a−1
s−a−0

Figure 6: Example circuit ex3 [1].

excitable. An arc Ox ! Ox means that Ox is always
false and any fault on x is classi�ed as unprop agatable.
An arc x ! Ox means that the e�ect of a state x = 1
cannot be driven to the output. Hence this makes the
s-a-0 fault on line x undrivable. Similarly, an arc Ox ! x

in the transitive closure means that x must be set to 1
to make that line observable and the s-a-1 fault on x will
be undrivable.

Both, TCw partial and FIRE, failed to identify the re-
dundant faults c0 and c1 on the fanout stem c. These
faults are shown in a shaded box in Figure 7. Charac-
terization of fanout stems may be a limitation of such
algorithms.

The circuit ex3 of Figure 6 is tak en from a previous
paper on the transitive closure method [1]. There are
only tw oredundant faults and they w ereidenti�ed by
both programs. F or the circuit ex4 of Figure 7, both
programs identi�ed c0, but failed to identify a0 and a1
(shown in shaded boxes) on the fanout stem.

The circuit ex5, shown in Figure 8 [3], has three redun-
dant faults, all of which were identi�ed by TCw partial.
The fault c1 w as not found by FIRE. This is a unprop-
agatable faults, since the observabilit yOc implies d = 1
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T able 2:Combinationally redundant faults in ISCAS'85 and ISCAS'89 benchmark circuits.

Circuit T otal F ault classi�cation and run time on Sun workstations (a: Sparc 5; b: Sparc 2)
name faults HITEC [10] (a) FIRE [9] (b) TCw=o partial [1] (a) TCw partial (a)

Redun. Aborted CPU s Redun. CPU s Redun. CPU s Redun. CPU s

c1908 1879 6 3 103.0 4 1.3 2 0.8 2 0.9
c2670 2747 93 24 1095.0 29 1.1 23 1.3 25 1.5
c3540 3428 89 48 117.0 93 5.7 54 5.9 74 6.2
c5315 5350 59 0 83.0 20 2.1 20 3.4 32 3.4
c6288 7744 33 1 1.7 33 1.0 31 1.0 31 1.8
c7552 7550 65 81 175.0 30 3.5 32 5.2 34 5.8
s349 350 4 0 0.8 2 0.1 1 0.1 2 0.2
s444 474 14 0 0.4 8 0.2 2 0.1 8 0.2
s713 581 38 0 1.4 32 0.1 29 0.3 35 0.3
s1238 1355 69 0 0.9 6 1.4 4 0.5 6 0.6
s1423 1515 14 0 427.0 5 0.3 4 0.6 8 0.7
s1494 1506 12 0 0.8 1 1.0 1 0.7 1 0.8
s5378 4603 40 0 1.7 31 2.7 20 2.5 22 3.0
s9234 6927 362 90 2247.0 158 9.9 16 9.8 135 11.2
s13207 9815 149 2 10.5 55 11.2 9 11.2 60 13.6
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Figure 7: Example circuit ex4.
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Figure 8: Example circuit ex5 [3].

and b = 1, which together through partial implications
imply a = 0, and c = 1. Thus, c must be set to 1 to
make it observable.

6. Benchmark Circuits

Table 2 gives results obtained for the ISCAS bench-
mark circuits. Flip-ops were removed from the sequen-
tial circuits and only the combinational logic was ana-
lyzed. We list the number of total faults after the equiv-
alence fault collapsing performed by the ATPG program,
HITEC [10]. The next three columns in the table record
the result of test generation. The faults for which neither
tests were found nor the redundant status established
(due to the backtrac k limit) are sho wn as \aborted."
The next tw o columns give results reported in the paper

on FIRE [9]. The following tw ocolumns giv e the re-
sults from an implementation of the previously reported
algorithm on transitive closure without partial implica-
tions [1]. The tw o �nal columns give the results obtained
by the technique of partial implications reported here.

As was also established by the examples of the previ-
ous sections, the use of partial implications improves the
performance of the transitive closure method of redun-
dancy identi�cation. However, it has limitations. This
approach cannot be used where w ehave to make de-
cisions regarding which path to tak e. F or instance if
we have to draw implications at inputs of an AND gate
ha ving 0 on its output, we have to terminate the search.
Also, our approach is not e�ective if a circuit consists pri-
marily of XOR or XNOR gates. Many faults for which
a \complete" ATPG must be used are faults on fanout
stems. When paths through several fanout branches are
sensitized, an implication method may not be able to
determine the observabilit yof the stem. Basically, the
redundancy identi�cation (and ATPG) has an exponen-
tial complexity. So, any implication or transitive closure
method with polynomial complexity will not identify all
redundant faults. The present work provides an improve-
ment over the existing methods in the polynomial com-
plexit yclass. One added adv antage of the method is
that when a redundant fault is found, the cause of re-
dundancy, such as the impossibility of fault excitation
or propagation, is also determined.

In the redundancy identi�cation procedure, the tran-
sitive closure is computed only once. Following the com-
putation of the transitive closure, each signal vertex x,
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Figure 9: T ransitive closure program complexity.

its complement vertex x, and the observability vertices,
Ox and Ox, are examined. The complexity of this later
operation is O(n) for a circuit with n lines.

The number of vertices in the implication graph is pro-
portional to n. The complexity of transitive closure com-
putation by the matrix multiplication algorithm [2, 14]
is O(n3). The computation times of transitive closure by
the algorithm of Section 4 for the ISCAS benchmark cir-
cuits are shown in Figure 9 and clearly display a linear
O(n) behavior. Since the implication graph of a typi-
cal digital circuit is sparsely connected, the path tracing
from a vertex normally visits only a small number of ver-
tices that is somewhat �xed and not generally propor-
tional to n. Although the path tracing must be repeated
for each vertex, it becomes successively faster. This is
because when a vertex vi, whose complete successor tree
has been traced earlier, is visited, the tracing does not
proceed through vi, instead the reachability list of vi is
directly added to all existing vertices in the stack.

7. Conclusion

The advantages of transitive closure of implication
graphs with partial implications are not limited to redun-
dancy identi�cation. The conven tional transitive closure
has proved e�ective in test generation [5], which may also
bene�t from partial implications. T estgeneration and
other applications should be explored. The algorithm
of Section 4 has a near-linear complexity for the digi-
tal circuit implication graphs. How ev er,an optimized
implementation may produce better results than those
reported here.
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